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t a n k e r s  
o n  t h e  

C e n t r a l  C o a s t 
What Could NortherN  

GateWay MeaN for Boaters?

By Charlotte Whitney  

2014

The passages of B.C.'s 
central coast can be tricky 
to navigate, especially if 

you're unfamiliar with local 
wind and currents.
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ruising up Princess Royal Sound, 
one gets the feeling that they’re 
approaching greatness. Moun-

tains, further in the distance in southern 
waters, grow taller and loom larger above 
your vessel, daring you to continue up, and 
onwards, usually in the face of headwinds 
that force steady motoring or endless tack-
ing across the narrow channels. Around the 
next corner, an undeveloped hot spring, or 
a historic First Nations village; perhaps a 
tumbledown saw mill from the old logging 
camp days. The central coast of B.C. is a 
place of mystery to most of this province’s 
residents, a place they’d like to go one day 
but unreachable in a long weekend jaunt 
from the lower mainland—a place fraught 
with challenging winds, strong currents, 
uncharted waters and few inhabitants, but 
also a place where the mystical Kermode, 
or spirit bear roams, where grizzlies wan-
der and where the salmon runs are still 
abundant. Over the past few years, it’s also 
become the potential thoroughfare for oil 
exports from Alberta. 

With the recent agreements between 
B.C. and Alberta, new reports, and the 
ever-growing public discord around the 
issue, the Northern Gateway Pipeline is 
an omnipresent issue for most of us these 
days. Almost daily, there are new reports 
and analyses released to the public and 
discussed in the media. However, there’s a 
long road ahead and still much to be de-
bated both in court and in the public eye.

As Canadians, there is much at stake. The 
politics of extractive resource economics 
are tricky, and no more so than under our 
current government and over the past sev-
eral years. It often feels like a full time job 
to keep up with the federal government, at 
least with all the quickly negotiated inter-
national trade deals, Senate debacles, and 
omnibus bills, Canadian politics cannot be 
deemed boring. 

Editor’s NotE: this is a contentious 
issue and one that sparks heated debate 
among any interested party. it’s not our 
intention to stir the pot, but the risks are 
real and potential disasters would have a 
profound impact on the boating commu-
nity. this being our eco-boating issue, we 
thought it would be the perfect opportunity 
to address this. We’d love to hear your 
thoughts on the issue. 
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$1,500
IN RETAIL INCENTIVES

RECEIVE UP TO
†

WWW.SUZUKI .CA /SuzukiCanada

† Off MSRP. Up to $1,500 in retail incentives applies to eligible retail agreements completed between April 1, 2014 and June 30, 2014. Rebates up to $1,500 valid on 2012-2014 models and varies by model 
purchased. This offer is valid only on select new and not previously registered Suzuki Outboards. Offer ends June 30, 2014. Suzuki dollars should they apply can be used only towards the purchase of the 
particular model to which those Suzuki dollars apply and are available only at participating dealers. Amount of Suzuki dollars applicable depends on the model and is subject to availability. PDI charges from 
$132 to $528, freight charges from $40 to $115, taxes, license, insurance, applicable fees and registration are extra dependent on model. Specifications, product features and colours are subject to change 
without notice. Read your owner manual carefully and remember to observe all the safety regulations. See your participating authorized Suzuki Dealer for availability and complete details. Suzuki Way of Life!

HURRY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

All Suzuki Outboards come standard with 3 Year Factory Warranty

DF60AV

DF300AP

DF20A

DF9.9A

Suzuki’s Lean Burn Control System is an intelligent fuel delivery 
system that achieves remarkable improvements in fuel consumption. 
By monitoring engine performance and operating conditions in real 
time, the system predicts fuel needs to deliver a leaner fuel mixture 
to the engine producing benefits from low speed operation up into 
the cruising range, where the engine is used a majority of the time.
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As a British Columbian, the issues strike 
closer to home. Trade deals with our 
neighbours to the east, with the potential 
for jobs and a boost to the economy. The 
threat of accidents, oil spills both at land 
and sea. Pipelines though our backyards, 
with associated dangers for productive 
and valuable fi sheries, and an emerging 
tourism industry. 

For First Nations, the risk of losing a cul-
ture dependent on a healthy land, ocean 
and the resources therein. Balance that 
with the potential benefi ts that a pipeline 
project can bring through equity owner-
ship and construction employment, and 
this issue becomes tricky indeed. 

Are these short-term gains with long-
term risks, or does the overall benefi t out-
weigh the risks? And how do we weigh 
such risks? For such a widely impactful is-
sue, place and perspective matters. 

As a boater, I wonder how the pipeline 
will impact our interests in cruising on the 
coast of B.C., both in terms of navigation 
and environmental impact. It’s a compli-
cated question, and one I wanted to ex-
plore a little further. Would increased tank-
er traffi c on the Central Coast change the 
boater’s experience, and to what extent? 

Risk  Oil and condensate tanker traf-
fic brings the potential for oil spills and 
other tanker related emergencies, no mat-
ter what. We cannot get away from this. A 
detailed analysis by the new group Con-
cerned Professional Engineers (CPE) con-
fi rms that Enbridge has assessed the risk 
of a spill related to the new pipeline and 
tanker traffi c at 10 percent. Additionally, 
their (Enbridge’s) liability ends as soon 
as tankers exit the port of Kitimat. This 
begs the question, who is liable for the 
risk of a spill as at least 225 and up to 680 
supertankers travel the 300 km distance 
to the open ocean each year? 

Furthermore, what happens when 
there is a spill? Do you, as a recreational 
boater, get involved? The health risks 
of oil spill cleanup are widespread and 
ugly. Oil vapors alone, with toxic carcino-
gens such as polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) have been known to re-
sult in l ong-term respiratory illness and 
death for cleanup workers. For major 
tanker accidents to date, recovering just 
15 percent of the oil has been considered 
a success. 

Navigation  Just as more cars on the 
road equals a higher accident risk, more 
boats in a small stretch of water inherently 
equals more danger, or at least potential 

for dangerous interaction. Anyone who 
has spent any time on the west coast of B.C. 
in a small vessel can attest to the complex-
ity of those waters. Small passages open 
into broad fjords, wide bays funnel into 
narrow gaps between islets. The North-
ern Gateway pipeline would, as proposed, 
lead into Kitimat, a small isolated commu-
nity near Terrace, and directly west of the 
major oil sands producing region of Fort 
McMurray, Alberta. It’s a direct link to the 
Pacifi c, where supertankers would collect 
the crude for transport to Asian markets. 
Of course, first tankers have to navigate 
the complex Douglas Channel, which is, as 
we boaters know, a complex task. 

Solitude  Sailing through the Great Bear 
Rainforest, something that struck me is 
the feeling of complete solitude, of going 
back in time a hundred years or more. 
Something any boater has doubtless expe-
rienced once beyond the Strait of Georgia, 
solitude is a big reason we all enjoy boat-
ing. How would this change with tanker 
traffi c? I can only imagine this loss. 

Our central coast is one of amazing natu-
ral beauty, full of wildlife and functioning 
ecosystems. We risk irreparably changing 
all that. Whether a spill happens or not, 
having a giant supertanker full of crude 
oil (or anything else for that matter) come 
bowling down Douglas Channel is going 
to change your experience. For many, a 
chance for wildlife viewing is a highlight 

of any yachting adventure; with more than 
27 species of marine mammals that can be 
found along the Pacifi c Coast of B.C., from 
sea otters to humpback whales, orcas to 
white sided dolphins. Some of these spe-
cies use the Pacifi c Coast as a migration 
corridor, but others, such as the sea otter, 
are dependent on the habitat through-
out their life history. The list of abundant 
wildlife contains many more species we 
all appreciate whilst out on a cruise, and 
those are only the species we appreciate 
for their natural ecosystem value. Add-
ing those species we forage for as fi shery 
resources, it becomes a touch overwhelm-
ing to think of the loss we risk by allowing 
supertankers to traverse those waters. And 
that doesn’t even include risk to culture. 

First Nations communities up and down 
the coast rely on healthy ecosystems for 
food resources, medicine value and cul-
tural integrity. The Northern Gateway 
Pipeline would affect an estimated 10 
coastal Nations, and over 30 interior com-
munities. As a nation, our society is made 
far the richer by supporting these com-
munities and retaining the opportunities 
to learn with them as we continue to de-
velop policies and management plans for 
our natural resources. Do we want to risk 
losing that resource, however intangible it 
may seem?

Benefi ts  Of course, there are some bene-
fi ts to increased traffi c: More ship traffi c 

FOR MAJOR TANKER ACCIDENTS TO DATE, 
RECOVERING JUST 15 PERCENT OF THE OIL HAS 

BEEN CONSIDERED A SUCCESS
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Altech Diesel
Campbell RiveR

1-877-286-0055

BriDgeview MArine
Delta

604-946-8566

cAnoe cove MArinA
SiDney

250-656-5566

crescent BeAch MArinA
SuRRey

604-538-1441

ct inlet MArine 
poRt mooDy
604-936-4602

erik lArsen Diesel
uCluelet

250-726-7011

g. hArris Diesel
GibSonS

604-886-3443

hArBours enD MArine
Salt SpRinG iSlanD

250-537-4202

howe sounD MArine
lionS bay

604-886-3443

lunD Auto AnD outBoArD
lunD

604-483-4612

MArine express
paRkSville
250-248-9132

ns YAchtworks
noRth vanCouveR

604-985-5326

port BoAthouse
poRt albeRni
250-724-5754

progressive Diesel
poRt mCneill
250-956-2700

rg’s Auto MArine
kitimat

250-632-7722

roD’s power AnD MArine
tofino

250 725 3735

siDneY propeller
SiDney

250 656 3421

skippers MArine centre
nanaimo

250-741-8414

stAr tech Diesel ltD
pRinCe GeoRGe

250-563-9277

sMc sooke MArine centre
Sooke

250-642-6509

steM to stern MArine
vanCouveR
604-254-7221

steveston MArine services
RiChmonD

604-274-9825

vAncouver outBoArD
WeSt vanCouveR

604-921-9527

vector YAcht services
SiDney

250-655-3222

Congratulations to Skippers Marine Center  
on becoming the new certified Yanmar Marine dealer for the Nanaimo area!

Congratulations to Skippers Marine Center  
on becoming the new certified Yanmar Marine dealer for the Nanaimo area!

1-866-948-5996    www.lAnDseApower.coM

The NorTh IslaNd’s largesT MarINe sTore & BoaTyard
Discovery harbour shopping centre anD marina

the north island's largest  
marine store and boatyard

tel: 250-286-1011 | toll free: 1-800-663-2294 | Campbell river, bC  V9W 8C9
www.oceanpacificmarine.com

·  110 Ton Travelift

·  Marine Repair Technicians

·  Heavy Duty Diesel Mechanic

·  Fibreglassers

·  Welders

·  Electricians

·  Painting

·  Sandblasting

·  Emergency Services Available

on the coast, oil tankers and otherwise, 
can lead to increased response time in 
the case of emergencies. Presumably, 
increased tanker traffi c will require an 
increased coast guard presence and 
more search and rescue stations. All 
vessels are held accountable to marine 
rescue in the event of an emergency, 
although this may be unlikely in actuali-
ty due to delivery timelines and logistics. 
Basically, more boats out there could 
mean that you will get help more quickly 
should you need assistance. 

Perhaps the most important benefi t, 
at least to the non-boaters in B.C., is the 
economic one. According to Gateway-
Facts.ca B.C. will receive $1.2 billion in 
tax revenue and $9 billion in govern-
ment revenue from the project over the 
next 30 years. There will also be 3,000 
construction jobs and 560 long-term 
jobs associated with the project. With 
today’s economic climate, especially in 
northern B.C., these numbers shouldn't 
be dismissed.

Summing It All Up  So what is the take 
home message from all this? Can boats 
and pipelines, or boats and tankers, mix, 
or are recreational boaters and oil tank-
ers the epitome of oil and water in that 
they just can’t coexist? 

Regardless of how you feel about 
the politics of tar sands oil, it’s impor-
tant to refl ect on the side effects of the 
pipeline, as a British Columbian and as 
a boater. The more we can create a dia-
logue around the issue, the more we stay 
involved on such a big decision for our 
province, the more stake we have in the 
outcome. That’s why I’m excited about 
new groups like the CPE, who are try-
ing to get to the bottom of the risks and 
analysis of Northern Gateway from an 
unbiased engineering perspective, and 
to share that information publicly. The 
more knowledge and dialogue the bet-
ter; after all, we all have an interest in a 
clean and healthy Pacifi c Coast.  
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Battery replacement 
Lead and sulfuric acid (the primary 
components of a typical marine 
battery) can contaminate water, 
soil, and even the air itself if not 
handled, maintained and disposed 
of properly. Under the right condi-
tions, they can also be a fire or 
explosion hazard. Sulfuric acid is 
caustic, while lead poses a serious 
health risk to both terrestrial and 
aquatic life.

How to Keep it Green
1   Old batteries can’t simply be 

disposed of like non-toxic solid 
waste—they have to be recycled. 
Most retailers charge you a battery 
core fee if buying a new battery 
without a trade-in, which not only 
offers a convenient way to dispose 
of that old battery, but saves you 
money as well. 

2   Replace cracked or leaking 
batteries immediately. Never 
try to drain the case of a leaking 
battery—simply place the battery 
upright in a sturdy, acid-resistant, 
leak-proof container (such as 
a sealable five-gallon plastic 
bucket) and transport to a recy-
cling centre.

Bottom paintinG
The toxicity of bottom paint 
should come as no surprise—its 
job, after all, is to kill aquatic 
critters and plants. Traditional an-
tifouling paints contain elemental 
copper, cuprous oxide (a copper 
compound) or possibly old-school 
style tinoxide compounds (tributyl 
tinoxide), all of which kill organ-
isms in efforts to keep your boat 
bottom free from growth.

Prepping your hull for reappli-

cation of bottom paint can also 
generate deadly waste products. 
Sanding dust, paint chips and 
other debris can find their way 
into the water if you’re not careful. 
Not only are these toxic to marine 
life, they can also be absorbed by 
edible fish and shellfish and then 
passed on to humans. 

How to Keep it Green
1   Rather than following a 

scorched earth approach, use 
low-toxicity bottom paints—those 
containing the minimum amount 
of copper needed to get the job 
done. Go one step better and give 
some of the greener, non-toxic 
alternatives a try. 

2   Haul your boat at a yard or 
marina that utilizes a closed-loop 
system where runoff is collected 
in a settlement tank and filtered 
before being recycled.

3   For boats that are rack stored 
(and thus not continuously in the 
water) consider alternatives to 
antifouling paints, such as bottom 
wax or non-metallic epoxies. 

4   When prepping or removing 
old bottom paint in preparation 
for painting, use dust-collecting 
vacuum sanders or environmen-
tally friendly chemical strippers 
(such as Franmar Soy Strip Marine 
Coating Remover. Use tarps and 
sheeting to contain paint chips, 
droppings and spilled materi-
als. Weight the bottom edges of 
tarps and plastic sheeting to keep 
them in place and when working 
in windy conditions, use tarps 
to form a windbreak (to prevent 
flakes and residue from blowing 
off the drop sheet).

5   Sweep or vacuum paint chips 
up immediately after scraping or 
sanding (never use an air or water 
hose).

6   Avoid in-water hull cleaning 
if possible, but when conducted 
use soft sponges to clean marine 
growth from the hull and stainless 
steel pads or brushes only on un-
painted equipment (props, shafts, 
and so on). 

eCo-Friendly Boat  
mAintenAnce tipS

do your part for the  eNviroNMeNt By takiNG these preCautioNs 
WheN WorkiNG oN these reGular  MaiNteNaNCe tasks 

B y  F r a n k  l a n i e r

tip
tWo

tip
three

cHanGinG your  
enGine Fluids
Fluids such as oil and antifreeze 
may be your engine’s life-blood, 
but just like the acid-blood of 
those critters from the Alien 
movies, they’re extremely toxic to 
marine life. Even more insidiously, 
engine fluids labeled as being 
more environmentally friendly 
when new can be anything but 
when it comes time to dispos-
ing of them—even non-toxic 
antifreeze can become so con-
taminated with lead or fuel after 
use that it has to be managed as 
hazardous waste. 

Waste fluids generated during 
fall decommissioning, spring 
preps, or routine maintenance 
can easily find their way into 
the environment if not properly 
managed and disposed of. The 
same is true of leaking or poorly 
maintained engines or genera-
tors, which can introduce oil, fuel, 
transmission fluid, and so on, into 
the water, either directly or indi-
rectly via leaks into the bilge. 

How to Keep it Green
1   Use green alternatives where 

possible. Go with less toxic 
propylene glycol based antifreeze 
(usually pink or orange) over 
those that use ethylene glycol 
(greenish-yellow) whenever 
possible.

2   Use drip pans and funnels 
during oil changes, transferring 
antifreeze, etc, to minimize spills 
and drips. 

3   Keep a supply of oil-absorbent 
rags handy for quick spill clean-
ups. Even small spills of oil or fuel 
can contaminate a large volume 
of water.

4   Contain and dispose of waste 
fluids properly. Your marina 
likely has disposal or recycling 
programs available, but there are 
other options as well. Automotive 
parts stores typically maintain a 
waste oil recycling station, while 
many household hazardous 
waste programs will take old, 
unwanted gasoline or gas/oil 
blends. Waste gas is typically not 
considered hazardous waste if it is 
recycled or burned as fuel, which 
means another possible option 
for stale gas is to “recondition” it 
by treating and mixing it with a 
larger ratio of fresh gas for use in 
less critical equipment (lawn trac-
tors, mowers, and so on). 

5   Store waste fluids separately 
until they can be properly dis-
posed of. Mixing fluids can make 
recycling impossible and create 
a veritable Hell’s Broth that’s 
even more toxic (and difficult) to 
dispose of. 

6   Maintain your engine and 
its systems. Inspect fuel lines, 
cooling system hoses and such 
for cracked / deteriorated hoses, 
leaking connectors and chafe 
points. Correct leaks and other 
problems immediately.

While a certain famous frog (the one with a swine fetish) 
once opined that it’s not easy being green, today’s boater 
has more options than ever to be as green as they want. 
Most everyone’s onboard with the basics when it comes to 
keeping our oceans clean, but what about those potential 
environmental problems that arise simply as a result of 
properly maintaining your vessel? 
Here are three common maintenance items and tips on 

how to do them with minimal impact on the environment. 

tip
one
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